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Elisabeth Wagner (b. 1954) switches between abstract and figu-
rative modes with natural yet masterly ease. Her oeuvre takes 
in the broad sweep from abstract forms and objects to works 
inspired by a real world, such as her portrait busts based on 
famous portraits from the history of painting and human and 
animal figures. Plaster, cardboard, paper and wire are her pre-
ferred materials, and as she forms and assembles her sculptures
the construction process remains visible and understandable. 
In her art she explores the function of space, taking new sound-
ings case by case on the relationship between the motif, the 
material and the surrounding space. Figurative or abstract, 
the underlying tone is the same, and the constant theme, as 
Elisabeth Wagner says herself, is the fragility of life.
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Elisabeth Wagner, Two, 2021
painted cardboard 
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“No stone breaks like another: one has to concentrate the forces
and bring the essence into the space,” says Heinrich Meyer 
(b. 1963). He is a sculptor who combines the drawing found in
natural stone with sculptural motifs, which he works into seem-
ingly realistic images of landscape. This combination explains
the special effect of his stones: they potentiate the particular
duality of sculpture, the fact that it is always both material and
image at once. The works create the impression that what is
seen might have evolved from the logic of the stone. As percep-
tion deepens, however, the separation between material and
image dissolves.

Heinrich Meyer – “Panorama”
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Heinrich Meyer, Air, 2009 
marble

Dina Koper, Inside the Swarm, 2021
paper, paper cutting, collage
© VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2021



The fourth collaborative work by visual artist Dina Koper (b. 1967)
and composer Christoph Ogiermann (b. 1967) is a visual-electro-
acoustic project. Initially the space is bedecked with voluminous
“Fractal Hangings” composed of innumerable illustrations and
drawings by Koper. Light and video projections create constant
new sculptural spatial impressions. There is electroacoustic
music generated from unstable oscillating circuits and reminis-
cent of “natural” mass phenomena. 

Koper/Ogiermann – “Inside the Swarm”
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Cover illustration: Elisabeth Wagner, Lucretia under her skirt, 2010 
painted plaster, packing paper, roller board Elisabeth Wagner: VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2021
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“Jewellery is important to me for its original purpose, which
means being wearable, durable and precious in the broadest
sense. Besides the aesthetic qualities I am mainly interested in
the form-defining qualities of the material. Necklaces, to me,
are jewellery par excellence,” as Dorothea Prühl (b. 1937) says 
of her art. She makes jewellery as well as sculpture. Her work is
rooted in the tradition of the Burg Giebichenstein art and design
school in Halle, which carried on the tradition of the early Bau-
haus even after the Second World War. The idea that fine art and
design cross-fertilise one another led to the establishment of a
metal workshop which trained students in the disciplines of
sculpture and jewellery. 

Dorothea Prühl – “Ornament and Sculpture”
Cosmos Marcks

Forthcoming exhibitions
27 February to 29 May 2022
Heinz-Günter Prager – “The Ground Sculptor”
Cosmos Marcks: Rainer G. Mordmüller – 80th birthday 
exhibition – Oil paintings, drawings, etchings and sculptures
Pavilion: Frieder Nake – “Pioneer of Computer Art”
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Dorothea Prühl, Moths, 2012, elm wood



The Gerhard-Marcks-Haus thinks of itself as a living museum
for modern and contemporary sculpture. We want to inspire
people’s enthusiasm for this theme and help them find a 
personal way into it. Our resources for doing so are:
1) diverse and stimulating exhibitions,
2) art-historical research,
3) art education and
4) hospitality.
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For your media pleasure – 
you can meet us at: 

Gerhard-Marcks-Haus, Am Wall 208, 28195 Bremen, 
T +49 421 98 97 52 0, info@marcks.de, www.marcks.de

Mainly barrier-free access

Opening times: Tues to Sun 10–18 h, Thurs 10–21 h. 
Please note: 25 and 26 December, 10–18 h;
Christmas Eve and New Year's Eve – closed; 1 January, 13–18 h.

Admission prices: Concessionary admission is 5 euros for all,  
visitors wishing to support the museum can do so by paying 
the full admission of 10 euros. Free admission: on every first
Thursday in the month, for young people aged under 18, for
members of the Friends’ Association.

Guided tours: Thursdays at 17 h and Sundays at 12 h, no booking
required. For groups: Guided tours for private groups 45 euros, 
Sat and Sun 55 euros plus concessionary admission

Language learning in the museum – guided tours in English:
Information: sekretariat@marcks.de, phone +49 421 98 97 52 13

Studio courses: www.marcks.de/de/besuch/lernen/atelierkurse-
fuer-erwachsene/
Information: sekretariat@marcks.de, phone +49 421 98 97 52 13

Directions: Tram routes 2 and 3, stopping at Theater am Goethe-
platz. Brepark car parks, Ostertor-Kulturmeile and Am Dom.

Visitor information

     


